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he working mde of te RIT 10 thpni-er w ihXeno

lice Radiiolrequenc;' Ion Thruster RIT 10 has , e-jn d '..c. p
and spaccquaified in Germany aaan experiment tor th KEluro
pc;in Reirieva.ile Carrier EURECA " his ex\crin;--:t has llreadl been delivered to the EURECA main contra::; a;id has
been integrated and tested on the spacecraft Th-I lauinch i,
currntiv scheduled for 29. June 1992.
Currenlly RITA is planned to be used for the lIo Propuis,i
Package on the expnenmenal comnunicatioIn ilellic ART.MIS which is under development in Iuirope under
ESA.\ I:.ST.C responsibility. The Ion Propnlsion Pa.k::c'i!l
he u.sed to perform N/S-stationkeeping as a rLspir
.
tIcrn during I10years of ,atcllie opcration
For this purpose the thrust level of RITA has l' e1n:n.:cisd
froni 10 to 15 mN. A complete redesign of the Power Supply
and Control Unit will :i plify the control of the riuster :ind
neutralizer and decrea; e the number of parts in this electronic
unit. Ihe RF-gencrator has been redesigned by i:se of the newecst technology, which results in an increase of eftTcencv. In
the flow control unit the latch valves have -been replced by
nnimally closed valves to reduce the number of~ \i0 e tIpes
The thruster design as for
IFURFCA will be *isei
smi
design simplifictions.
~ 'n.. . 'h,
Th 'veloipmenl of RITA ftr ARTEMSl
Bre.:dboard Phase at the end of 1'90. We are now de-.c!oping,
the Engineering Qualification Models (EQM's. which Awillbe
qualified in the second half of 1992. RITA-F!ighl
M'lodl fbrication will start in mid 1992 and will take abou
5s rs. lhe
launch of .ARTMIS is planned for 1095.
RITA FuInction Principle
The RIT (Radiofrequency lon Thruiter) generaite. hrust by
accelerating Xenon ions out of a plasma induced by RF-energy. In order to prevent electric charging of the equipment and
the spacecraft, a neutralizer feeds electrons into the beam of
ions after acceleration.
Fi

1 shows the RIT 10 thruster and neutralizer mnaln Lconpofor its operatiorn
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During normal operation of the discharge sufficient free elctrons from the ionizing process are available to keep the ,ji,
charge stable operating without a secondary electron source
To initiate the main discharge the neutralizer is activated fir.
Electrons from the discharge at the neutralizer tip are draw;n
into the discharge chamber by an electrostatic field geneiated
by voltages applied to the accel electrode and to the anode.
When the discharge is ignied thrustsiil be generated hb ::
celeration of ions in the electrostatic field applied to ;a e.rai::isola:;!

ion system compnzing an exlraction anode.

ma holder, an acceleration electrode
de.

pi!:

:,i a deceleraut, n c;-r

To neutralize the emited ion beam. a plasma brd:i-- neutr:zer is used to inject electrons into the beam. The neutralier
first produces electrons by thermionic emission from a heated
internal cathode. Then these electrons emitted into the neutra
lizer, which is filled with low-pressure Xenon, support a pasma in the neutralizer tip generated by a low voltage arc discharge between cathode and keeper. Out of this plasma electrons are extracted into the ion beam to maintain! a zeo -cha.ir.:
equilibrium in the thrust beam.
RITA ON EURECA

1200 kg of which will be available for payloads.

-
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n
he Xenon ows through the teed line interface (gas Iei.'r
a the insulator and the extraction anode, which also ft-:.
tions as a gas distnbutor. Into the discharge vessel of the thrister. The discharge vessel made from quartz is surroundcd h.,
an induction coil which is connected to an RF-genera;;o
which generates a high frequency (-1 MHz) electrical edd.
field in the discharge vessel. Free electrons within the X:no,
ga;' collect energy from the induced electric field and ioi,-.:
gas
the neutral propellant atoms by inelastic col!isions.
vi

EURECA is a platform approximately 2.5 m long and 4 m wide, which, fully equipped. will almost fill the cross secton of
Shuttle's cargo bay. Its mass, including propellant for alttude and orbit control, will approach 4000 kg: approximatel'
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The mass flow of the propellant Xenon ito ihe thrustcr an. '
the neutralizer w ill be controlled hv :'ec con pne;it, of '.e
the Flow Control Unit (FCl;.r

The European Retrievable Carrier EURECA is designed to
perform a number of missions in the lower orbit range Its first
mission is primarily dedicated to scientific experiments in the
microgravity field. In addition some technological experi
.metil.:l.
ents will be flown
will he one of hthem.
q ande RITAloluct:ll

iners and the power supplies necessatr
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EURECA-I will be launched and retrieved hv the Space Shul:
le. After the Shuttle has reached its orbit. EURECA-1 will ie

;

,

removed from the Shuttle calrgo ha,

and released as ; tree

fiver.
. -, 1

aice ral:
,\"Anorbital transfer meneou er will transfer the
f
from
the nominal Shuttle orhit ailitude of "Ot km to 500 km:;
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To achieve this objective, the specific aims of the test flight
are:
- to operate the RITA system in the real space environment and to compare space and ground test performance data;
- to obtain operational experience of the RITA system,
on-board a spacecraft.
Specific aspects are:
-to verify survival of the launch environment, to experience switch-on,
operation and shut-down procedures under automatic
control,
- to verify operation under full and reduced thrust,
(10 mN to 5 mN)
- to evaluate ground-station work load,
to evaluate RITA interactions with the spacecraft;
plume impingement, plume contamination, electrostatic charge control, electro-magnetic interference,
- to demonstrate RITA life endurance and reliability
- to examine the RITA hardware after recovery of the
EURECA-I spacecraft on ground;
-to examine the EURECA-I spacecraft for plume
interaction effects;
-to improve the RITA-10 design and operational procedures based on lessons learned from the test flight,
in readiness for full operational use for north-south
stationkeeping of telecommunication spacecraft.

RF-Generator. whiC;, enerates the RF-energy for
propellant ionizatin:

l

Propulsion Unit i PU) which contains the RIT i0
thruster and the neutralizer
Flow Control Unit (FCU) controlling the gas flov,
to the thruster and to the neutralizer
S pTank Unit contaiaing 4 kg of Xenon
- Tank Unit containing 4 kg of Xenon
Cabline Unit for intrnal electrical connections of
the several units
The Xenon is stored in a commercially available diving bottle
which is fabricated under controlled conditions. The bottle is
mounted on the ESP via 2 brackets which are connected by 2
tie rods. A hand operated valve closes the bottle during all
ground activities. It is opened short before launch.
The Xenon is fed from the bottle to the flow control unit and
flows from there dirccly to thruster and neutralizer.
RP'A Characteristic

ata lor EURECA

Thrust Level
The thrust level ,can he varied between 5 m N and
10 m N
*Power Input
The power input from FiURECA mainbus is
W for 10 in N

-441

RITA Design for EURECA

-270

RITA for EURECA consists of the following components
Power Supply Unit (PSU) which is electrically
connected to the EURECA mainbus
-Digital Automatic Control Unit (DACU) which is
electrically connected to the EURECA Data Hand
ling System

FIG. 2: RITA FM Hardware

W for

5 in N

with linear interpolation for values in between.
Acceleration voltage
1500 V

The RITA is one of the 15 experiments which are planned to
be flown on the EURECA I Spacecraft. RITA will be mounted on a standardized Equipment Support Panel (800 x 800)
mm) which are fixed by 4 screws to the EURECA structure.
*

Exhaust velocity

47 km/s

Experiment mass

40 kg

FIG. 2 shows the RfIA FM Hardware.
The current mission planning considers the operation of RITA
for 2367 hours at thrust levels between 5 and 10 mN, depending on the power available from EURECA.
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Electric Propulsion for Artemis
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Artemis is a technological communication satellite which is
currently in planning and design by ESA/ESTEC and its main
contractor Alenia. Within new communication payloads also
electric propulsion for North-South stationkeeping shall be tested on this satellite.
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sion system with a maximum thrust level of 25

.,

RITA

mN. A separate paper on this conference will report on this system in /1/.
- The RITA, on RF-ion propulsion system with a.....
maximum thrust level of 15 rnN.
Both technologies are planned to be tested on Artemis. A detailed description of the Ion Propulsion Package is given in a
separate paper in this conference in /2!.
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In Europe two ion propulsion technologies are under development.
- The UK 10, an electron bombardement ion propul-
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Fig. 3: Blockdiagram of the 2 RITA's on Artemis
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Requirements on Ion Thruster Assemblies

Xenon
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The following requirements are applicable to the RITA ion
propulsion assembly on Artemis:
1 r

G

15 mN

Thrust level:

7 Vot

a

[

Thrust vector accuracy: ± i.('

to K
Kc

-i0oo v o
EF ac'on Anode

7 years storage on ground

Lifetime:

to Cathode Hes:',

5

V

!0 years operation in orbit
Operative cycles:

MH;

3650 with 3 hours operation time eacih

Impulse per thruster:

i,.o.

60(.000 Ns

Specific Impulse:

3000 s

Input voltage:

42.5 _ 0.5 VI)XC
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Max. power consumption: 580 W
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For the application of RITA on Artemis the design as used for

,

EURECA will be improved by an overall simplification of the
design and by a mass reduction. The RITA design for Artenis
shall later on be able to be used on any commercial satlelli;e.
This goal will be achieved by simplification of requirem:.nts
on accuracies and on operational procedures.
IFig. 3 shows a blockdiagram of the twi R!TA'
ArIenmis.
Fig. 4 shows the basic assembly of a Rii.TA
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RITA Design for Artemis
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RIT 10 Thruster and Neutralizer.
-

j

2cr:cr:
The design of thruster and neuitr!izer will be used i;!
as designed for EURECA. The thruster grid alignci;et .v
stem has been improved according to higher vibr.noniecl
for the ARIANE launch. Better thermal control capabilitics
have been implemented to cope 'Aththe increased thrut lcvel.
-ine
ig. 5 shows the cross-section of the ;hru:.rcr and !cross-section of the AEIG-neutraizcr.
The desiaIn of the PROEL nc:itraii/zr :s desiried in .
paper of this conference in /iV
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lhe o.put po ec; of thie RF gnci:erator %ill ix coii: ,>llcd i.
the primi.ry \voillut dilercd by lth P'ower Supply and Con'tro LUnit tPSC(;). B. var;ation of the RF-generator output 'a
C'r the ion density in the dicharge chanber and thercft;l the
iin b1lxam current and the thrust I;Cel is controlled
The RF-field is generated in a frequency range between S5i)
and it) kll Il liheoutput lines of the generator are connectcd
via a senes resioinant network to the discharge vessel :ai the
RIT l1 ) i;ru-icr. The RF-energy is conducted by inducti\,.
C'upiing via a coil, which is mounted on the outer dillmeter
(f
the clindrical case of the di:;charge \essel of the RIT 10.
hih frcquncIcy ot tihe R-tfield will be automatically adiapted to
the Icson:mnt frequency oft the load. All conditions in the d.
vcssel like

,

- No plasma (before ignition)
- P'lima
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Cont;i l nit

()e main valve can separate the propellant teedin to the
thru.ster/neuralizer completely. The mass flows are regulated
in the two branches by valves which open and close the feed
line in short intervals. These valves are controlled by pressure
transducers in the plena such that the pressure is constant in a
narrow range.
The thruster- and the neutralizer valves at the end of the FCU
will keep the propellant in the FCU sections during inoerative phases to save propellant mass and to allow to start thruster
and neutralizer operation quickly.
RF-ene
r

The RF-generator transfonns a variable primary voltage of 10
to 60 V into a high frequency alternating voltage and a mlaximum power output of 150 W.
Fi

8 shows the interface blockdia,.raniI

Fig 9 Dimensions of the RF-Gencrator
Power Supply and Control Unit (PSCIj)
The RIT-10 PSCU has been designed by FIAR/lilano and
Padova taking four major goals into consideration:
- maximum simplicity, reliability, testability and mo
dularity
- minimum mass
- maximum efficiency

- maximum flexibility to allow on
flight changes of
thrust operating parameters
A detailed description of the PSCU is riven in a separete paper of this conference in /4/.
RITA Data for Artemis
TABLE I shows the operational data of RITA for thrust levels
between 5 and 15 mN. All data are for fixed thrust
levels.
TABLF I: RITA Operational Data

lie. S R~ (;cen raitor Interface BhIkliji.'iai
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FiI. 11 shows typical operating parameters for a testrun of the
RIT 10 thruster during one hour at 15 mN thrust level. The ion
beam current - representing the thrust level - is very stable. I,
is interrupted by 2 arcs where the high voltages have been
switched off for a few seconds and then switched on again.
The accel drain current is in the range of 5 mA, which is very
acceptable. The temperature of the end electrode rises from
environment temperatuie to about 110 OC within one hour and
is then stable.

The mass breakdown of RITA is as follo s:
- Power Conditioning and Control Unit
(PSCU)
RF-Generator
Gnertor
- RIT 10 thruster
Control
FlowUnit

8,0 kg
13 kg
kg
1.6 kg
2. k

- RITA internal harness

1.5 kg

- Piping and Supports

0.5 kg

- Total RITA mass (1 thruster)

14.9 kg

-

Neutralizer Lifetime Test at ESTEC
Two neutralizers are currently running at ESTEC in parallel in
a dedicated vacuum testfacility: One AEG neutralizer as designed for EURECA and one neutralizer from PROEL with a
special design for Artemis.
They are both operated in a cyclic mode, 2 hours ON and 0.5
hour OFF.
No. 1 (AEG) has now reached more than 9000
The neutralizer
hours of operation and No.2 (PROEL)more than 5(9) hours.
hours of operation and No. 2 (PROEL) more than 50() hours.
Both are operating without problems,
Function Test of

.

-

l
RIT 10O

_

Fig. 11: RIT 10 Operational Parameters for 15 mN
p
turnable
the tuable
with the
measured with
as measured
Fig. 12 shows a beam profile
beam collector. By integration of the beam density data the
thrust vector direction with respect to the thruster exit plane
can be calculated. The result for a 3 hours test is shown in Fig.
13. At start of the thrusting time the beam vector direction is
set to zero. During the first 20 minutes due to thermal effects
in the grid system a deviation of 0.6 degrees is generated.
which is stable for the rest of the thrusting cycle. The deviation is reproducable for each cycle. Therefore the direction of
the impulse for each thrusting cycle can be very well predicted.

ITA

At the end of the Breadboard Phase a function test of the coplete RITA has been performed to demonstrate the compatibility of the RITA-units, to investigate operational parameters
and to measure the actual thrust vector behaviour with respect
to the thruster mounting plane.
The testsetup of this function test is shown in Fig. 10. The
tests have been performed in the vacuum testfacility of the
University of Giessen. Thruster, RF-generator and Flow Control Unit (FCU) are mounted inside the chamber hatch. The
ion beam is directed to a watercooled beam target at the down
end of the big chamber. For beam diagnostics a turnable beam
collector is installed in the chamber which allows the measurement of the ion distribution in the beam within 30 seconds
by turning the collector by 180 degrees.
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Fig. 12: Beam Profile of RIT 10 Thruster
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Fig. 13: Stability of Thrust Vector of RIT 10

Fig. 10: Testsetup for RITA Function Test
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Model Philosophy and Time Schedule for Artemis

Conclusion

The development- and fabrication time schedule of RITA will
be aligned with the time schedule of Artemis, which is planned to be launched in 1995.

With a testflight of RITA as an experiment on EURECA in
1992 and the development for the application on Artemis RITA has a very good chance to become a usefull and reliable
subsystem for North/South-stationkeeping for commercial
geostationary satellites.
During detailed function testing of RITA the beam diagnostic
tests have shown that the thrust vector stability is very good
and a closed loop for thust vector adjustment during thruster
operation is not necessary.

Fig. 14 shows the model philosophy of RITA and its units. In
general the development philosophy follows the Prototype approach:
- Breadboard Models have been fabricated for units/components which are new or which have been changed remarkably.
- Engineering models are fabricated for lifetime testing of
thruster and neutralizer.
- A prequalification on unit level will be performed on EQM's

Lifetime tests currently performed on neutralizers deliver promising results with >9000 operating hours.
A test of the radiated emission of thruster and neutralizer during operation will be performed in October/November this
year and will hopefully show that a disturbance of the satellite
must not be expected.

- One PFM is built for the final qualification of the units
- FM's will be built if further models are necessary,
The breadboard phase has been started in April 1989. This
phase has been finished at the end of 1990 with a function performance test of the complete RITA subsystem in the vacuum
testfacility at the University of Giegen.

A lifetime test of a thruster, starting at begin of 1992, is expected to demonstrate that the operation time with Xenon is
comparable or better than the allready achieved operation time
of 8500 hours with Mercury.

Since March 1991 we are working on the EM/EQM Phase
where EM's for a thruster/neutralizer lifetime test and EQM's
for the qualification of the units will be built.
Qualification of the EQM's and fabrication of PFM's/FM's
will start middle of 1992. PFM's/FM's will be delivered to the
Artemis maincontractor at the end of 1993.
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Fig. 14: Model Philosophy of RITA for Artemis
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